
























































	


What We Do






What We Do

From fleet management and productivity solutions to upfitting, fabrication, and insurance, Holman has the integrated automotive services expertise to keep your business moving.
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Fleet Management
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Vehicle Upfitting & Equipment
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Growth Ventures
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Solutions






Solutions

With a strategic solution that works for you and your business, you can unlock revenue-generating opportunities and begin managing your fleet as an investment.
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Solutions by Industry

Holman's fleet expertise covers nearly every vertical industry. No matter your field, we can meet your fleet challenges head on. 
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Personalized Solutions

Every company has its own unique set of challenges and considerations when it comes to fleet management. Holman offers customizable solutions to fit your needs. 
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Resources






Resources

We have a lot to share. Browse our resources library for current insights, data, strategies, and success stories from our own experts in their respective fields.
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Fleet Management
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Insurance and Risk Management
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Vehicle Upfitting & Equipment
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About Us






About Us

When Holman was founded in 1924, we set something positive in motion. Our consistent focus on people and our commitment to integrity make us who we are today.
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Corporate Responsibility
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Investing in the Future
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Press Releases
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Join Our Team

We’re not just in the automotive business, we’re in the people business. Join us for the ride.
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Driving What’s Right

 
Three powerful words define an integrated global automotive services organization with a focus on creating a rewarding career and better life for employees, serving customers with dedication and giving back to the communities in which we live and work. 
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A Global Leader in Automotive Services

 
Holman’s dedication and unique collection of competencies mean you can turn to us for all of your automotive needs from fleet management and upfitting to personal and commercial vehicle sales and insurance, we are here to deliver on your expectations.
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A Focus On People

 
Since 1924, our family-run business has grown from one dealership to more than 6,500 employees worldwide. Fairness, transparency, and doing the right thing continue to guide us in everything we do.
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WHAT WE DO

Integrated Automotive Services Built for You

Holman offers a unique set of complementary services that address your changing needs and help you to prepare for the challenges of tomorrow. Whether you need expertise in fleet management, upfitting, vehicle equipment, vehicle sourcing and servicing, insurance, investing in the future of mobility, or want to take a more holistic look at your business; we listen, we learn, and we create solutions for whatever comes your way.
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Build Your Personalized Solution 


No two companies are built the same, and your fleet challenges need a solution tailored to you. Tell us a little about the fleet challenges you’re currently facing, the size of your fleet, and your role in managing it in the form below, and we’ll provide a downloadable solution customized to your needs. It’s a great way to begin exploring how we can put our experience dating back to 1924 to work for you. 






I want…

Select One
Better insight into my total fleet cost
To better manage my supply chain
Increased visibility into driver behaviors
Tools to help me assess the impact of our drivers
To access all of my maintenance data in one place
To reduce my maintenance costs without increasing my downtime
To sell the right fleet vehicles at the right time
To simplify my fleet vehicle sales





Role

Select One
Fleet
Operations
Procurement
Safety & Risk
Human Resources
Sales
Finance





Fleet Size

Select One
1-100
101-1,999
2,000+




Go











Our Services





Holman’s comprehensive automotive services are driven by solutions that start with understanding your needs, applying our expertise dating back to 1924, and focusing on putting people first. 
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Fleet Management
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Vehicle Upfitting & Equipment
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Growth Ventures






















Your company has unique needs. Our experts can help.

BOOK A MEETING








“Holman’s greatest asset is our people. Our professionals are incredibly knowledgeable and dedicated, and as a global leader in the automotive services sector, we draw upon those strengths to provide our clients with solutions that align with evolving strategic challenges.”
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Carl A. Ortell

Vice Chair of the Board













Digital Book

Holman | Fleet by the Numbers 2024

Access to the right resources can assist you in optimizing your fleet operation. Holman | Fleet by the Numbers offers insights into the trends affecting each stage of the fleet vehicle lifecycle. Explore valuable tips to enhance the overall fleet experience for you, stakeholders, OEM partners, and the individuals operating your vehicles.
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Get the latest automotive industry news and insights delivered to your inbox.





SUBSCRIBE >









Join Us In Driving What’s Right

At Holman, we love what we do, take pride in our work, and never stop looking for opportunities to be better. We’re always seeking exceptional thinkers and doers to join us for the ride.



EXPLORE CAREERS












Holman's 2024 Fleet Resource - Download Now
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1270 Central Parkway West

Suite 600 Mississauga, Ontario

L5C 4P4




Contact Us





Follow Us 
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Stay Informed!

Get the latest industry updates and insights with the Morning Brake newsletter!
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Join the Holman Team

We're not just in the automotive business, we're in the people business. Join us for the ride.
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It looks like you've navigated to our Holman CA website and are located outside of this region. Would you like to continue or select a different region?


Continue to CA Site
Select a different region 
Holman USA
Holman Canada - EN-FR
Holman Mexico
Holman Germany - DE
Holman - UK
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